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Unexpected visits ...Bounty Hunter John Smoke finds himself at a loss since Sidney Shaw's abrupt
departure. Going weeks with no trace of her at all Smoke gets an unanticipated encounter with
Reginald the Doppelganger. If Smoke wants to see Sid, he needs to perform a mission, hunt down
and take out a rival criminal underworld called The Many.Feeling he's being played, but without
much choice if he wants to see Sid again, Smoke sets out into another one of The Drake's twisted
labyrinth's. Can he survive? Will he find Sid? Perhaps Sid doesn't want to be found, but Smoke will
stop at nothing to find out.
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This series keeps getting better and better. I absolutely love all the action and humor. I have grown
to love these characters.Also, this book is the first one written following the leading man instead of
the leading woman. It's an absolute treat to see inside Smokes mind and his life.

The cliffhanger left over from book 5 continues here. Sid is no longer in Smokeâ€™s life and he

seems to have lost his will to enjoy life any more. For Smoke there is no life without Sid. He has
looked everywhere for her and there is no trace of her. Then he gets an unexpected visit from
Reginald the Doppelganger. Reginald entices Smoke to do a job for himâ€”if Smoke takes the job
and completes it, he will let Smoke see Sidney. So of course Smoke wants to know where she is so
against his conscious he takes the jobâ€”any thing to see Sidney!You will need to read this book to
find out what Smoke was suppose to do in order to get to see Sidneyâ€”and you need to read this
book to find out if Sidney wants to be rescued or not!Until now we have been in Sidneyâ€™s mind
and knew her point of view, but starting with this book we are finally able to hear what goes through
Smokeâ€™s mind. I was starting to think that these books should have been called â€œSidneyâ€•
and not â€œSmokeâ€• until I read this book. It is good to hear both points of view.These are great
books and I canâ€™t read them fast enough. I am now in the middle of the 7th book and it is just as
good as the previous books. I canâ€™t think of one negative thing to say about these stories, unless
that they are not written fast enoughâ€”LOL! I got this with my Kindle Unlimited.

Love this series!!!! Didn't realize I zoomed through them so fast. I'm waiting patiently for book 7!! So
intense and thrilling!!!! Read read read!!! Thank you Craig for writing such excellent books. I'll read
some of the others while I wait for the upcoming book.

This was great! Can hardly wait for the rest in the series.

I love this series. It's a fun twist on supernatural stories, the monsters from myths and bedtime
stories are brought to life in modern times. They're pretty quick reads.

We find Smoke just where he flourishes best.......against the odds. Separated from Sid and growing
desperate with worry, some touchy alliances must be made.

Loved it! I cried in the last book before this one, when Sid left. Up in Smoke starts the action back
up again and shifts it in high gear! WooHoo!

This series is an exciting, witty, sexy, faced paced mystery that keeps you guessing and is quick
read to boot! All ages will enjoy it.
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